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Chapter 1 : "Medical Center" The Shattered Mask (TV Episode ) - IMDb
The Shattered Mask is my first book-length Forgotten Realms story, and, come to think of it, my first book-length
sword-and-sorcery story, period. I'm a lifelong s&s fan, so I had a ball writing it, and I hope readers will have fun with it
too.

Summary After the incident where Castiel made your Candy cry, Rosalya came to her with a plan on how to
stop Deborah. Castiel tries to talk to her, but she ignores him and walks away. After walking in the hallway
she runs into Deborah, who taunts her about her quarrel with Castiel earlier before leaving. Your Candy then
runs into Armin, who after telling him about meeting with Rosalya, wants to join the cause, as well, and come
to the meeting after school. Armin goes off to tell Alexy , who is still on the fence on whose side to take, and
after leaving the classroom, your Candy runs into Kentin. She tells him more about the situation and Kentin is
ready to join her cause. Along the way she runs into Nathaniel , who is sorry about abandoning her earlier
when she needed him most. In the hallway, your Candy runs into Deborah again, and makes a witty remark
about the toilet water incident and leaves. Finally, your Candy finds Lysander and she invites him to come to
the meeting. He agrees, but has something to do before he can go and says that he will arrive at her apartment
a little late. Now with a variety of people willing to help her, your Candy happily leaves school. Armin joins
them on their walk and the group continue on. Rosalya then mentions how they should get some snacks for the
meeting, and your Candy decides to go get some chips and drinks from the Dollar Store. When they arrive at
the Dollar Store, Armin waits outside while your Candy and Rosalya get the snacks. If your Candy went by
foot and not just by clicking the map , she runs into Nathaniel, who was going to the Dollar Store getting
something for his mother. In the store your Candy also runs into Nina , who saw Lysander getting some school
supplies and began following him. Your Candy grabs a package of cookies and checks out with all the snacks
and they leave the store. When the group arrives at the apartment, Nathaniel and Kentin are already waiting.
Rosalya finds her room cute and Armin is happy to see a portable game on the bed. Nathaniel seems less
enthusiastic as seeing less books in her room and Kentin mentions how he would have given anything not long
ago to be invited to her room. Both your Candy and the boys become embarrassed, but Rosalya is unfazed and
wants to go shopping with her sometime. Your Candy changes the topic to where Lysander is and decides to
go find him. Outside, she runs into Nina, who is looking for Lysander. She runs off to find him before your
Candy, and she follows suite to find him, as well. After retracing her steps, your Candy finds a piece of paper
on the ground, which was the address she had given to Lysander. Since he really is lost, your Candy searches
or him until she finally finds him. The duo make their way back to the apartment, but Nina is waiting for them
there. After a bit, they get away from Nina and are able to go into the apartment. After passing out the snacks,
Rosalya suggests your Candy tells everyone everything about the current situation. Your Candy retells what
has been happening with Deborah up until this point, though she leaves out the part about Castiel making her
cry. Armin wishes he could karate chop her into pieces like in the video games and Kentin agrees. No one is
sure if Leigh is a good choice for the job, but they agree to go through with the plan. Your Candy can choose
to be in whichever group she prefers. If your Candy chooses to get the outfit, Nathaniel and Kentin will
accompany her. If she chooses to find information, Lysander and Armin will be with her. While they do this,
Rosalya will be prepping Leigh to become the perfect manager. The next day after school, your Candy waits
outside for the boys before taking a quick walk around the town. She runs into Iris , who noticed how discreet
your Candy was today. Your Candy then returns to the school and the boys finally show up. If your Candy
chose to the outfit, Nathaniel and Kentin will be waiting by the school. The trio walk through town to get to
the park entrance, where your Candy has the chance to get closer to one of them. Nathaniel prefers a black suit
while Ken prefers a grey suit, and your Candy can decide to go with one of them or have the boys try them on.
At home, your Candy decides to get a new outfit to be discreet, and she goes back to the Clothes Shop to pick
up a new hoodie. Now with a new outfit fitting for the occasion, your Candy arrives at school the next day.
She runs into Peggy, who shows her the magazine that demonizes her, and your Candy calls her mean for
doing so. She then runs into Castiel again, who is angry your Candy has been avoiding him. Once again, your
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Candy replies to him in a sarcastic tone and leaves him before he can reply. Once she parts with Violette, your
Candy runs into Rosalya. She warns your Candy not to get into any trouble, and your Candy agrees to try her
best. Castiel comes to talk to your Candy once more, and apologizes for being so harsh to her. While walking
in the hallway, suddenly your Candy is grabbed and pulled into a classroom. He explains how he had to lie to
Armin so to not draw attention to himself since they were still in school, but he told the truth to him once they
got home. When your Candy leaves the classroom, she runs into Armin, who saw Alexy leave the room.
Armin decides not to go with your Candy since he hates the outdoors, and the two part ways. Your Candy
leaves school and heads to the park to meet Rosalya. All they need to do now is introduce him to Deborah
tomorrow by having him tell her that he has been interested in her music and was in the area, so he wanted to
meet with her. The group will be hiding in a corner to watch the event unfold, and your Candy is excited for
tomorrow. The next day, your Candy arrives at school with butterflies in her stomach. She immediately runs
into Alexy, whom she takes into a classroom and explains how she needs his help for the plan to work. Alexy
agrees to help, and your Candy leaves to go fill in Rosalya and Armin on the situation. She finds them hiding
behind the lockers and mentions how Deborah and Leigh are already further down the hallway. Rosalya
wonders if she should join your Candy and Armin in watching the plan in action, since two people are more
discreet than three. Your Candy can choose to have her accompany them or not. The group goes down the
hallway and spots Leigh and Deborah talking. Leigh plays his part well and tries to hook Deborah with the
promise of becoming more well known. Deborah is offended by his words, but Leigh makes a swift
comeback. Deborah thinks about it, and puts her hand on him in a flirtatious manner. If your Candy chose to
have Rosalya come with them, Rosalya becomes curious about what is happening. If she chooses to let her
see, Rosalya becomes furious and attempts to lunge at Deborah, but Armin holds her back. Back in the
hallway, Deborah and Leigh are still talking. Deborah wants to call her current manager, in which Leigh
allows her five minutes. Your Candy follows Deborah and ends up running into Nathaniel. In the classroom,
Deborah is on the phone with her current manager. Deborah spots your Candy and brushes her off, thinking
she has a new manager. Once Deborah leaves the classroom, Rosalya is ready to fight her. Deborah is
confused as to why Rosalya claims she put her hands on her boyfriend. Rosalya then spills the beans about
Leigh not being a manager and he apologizes for lying to her, but felt she needed a lesson. Deborah is furious,
now knowing your Candy is behind this. Your Candy runs for it, with Deborah hot on her heels. To her,
everyone at Sweet Amoris are idiots and she has them all fooled. When she gets into the hallway, Deborah
grabs her by the arm and raises her hand to hit your Candy, but Castiel stops her. No one believes her lies
anymore, and she leaves the school in tears. Castiel leaves, looking hurt, and your Candy decides to go after
him. Along the way she meets up with other students and although your Candy tries to be positive, everyone is
still feeling hurt and awkward about the whole situation. She runs into Lysander and tells him about how
everyone is still avoiding her, and he goes off to do an errand. Finally, after wandering around the hallway, she
finds Castiel. When he walks away, she has the choice to insist she stay with him or to let him go. If she
insists, she hugs him from behind and the two share a brief moment together. Once Castiel leaves, your Candy
has to attend her detention. When your Candy gets to the classroom, she sits down in a desk, and Lysander
suddenly enters the room. Your Candy is happy to see them and holds no grudge. Lysander suggest they leave
before they get caught, and your Candy thanks him. Once everyone leaves, Mr. Faraize shows up and gives
your Candy extra homework to do.
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The Shattered Mask by Richard Lee Byers is the third book of the Sembia: Gateway to the Realms series. â†‘ Richard
Lee Byers (June ). The Shattered Mask. (Wizards of the Coast), p.

She can break the mask that people hide behind and bring them back completely loyal to her. However instead
of staying in Konoha she takes her eight brothers and sisters, all of whom possess a tailed beast off their world
and onto others. Inexplicable loyalty to a specific Leaf kunoichi, mental stability has taken a complete
one-eighty, no longer seeks revenge against Leaf Diagnosis: This was tenth shinobi taken off the battlefield
who had encountered the Uzumaki brat and come out of it with a bizarre loyalty to her alone, completely
abandoning their previous revenge towards the Leaf or to her personally. It was getting ridiculous. All he
knew was that somehow, someway that girl broke through all the barriers the shinobi built around themselves,
and then managed to get them on her side without damaging them permanently. After which they were
completely useless if the opponent was an Uzumaki. It was baffling, and more important incredibly
frustrating. Those who were diagnosed with the now infamous "Shattered Mask" effect were compromised in
a way that made it nearly impossible for them to be active shinobi every again. Not without questioning their
loyalty anyway. It was their reaction to what happened to her after the war. When she successfully stopped the
Uchiha plot to bring everything crashing down, everyone thought she would finally become Hokage like she
always wanted. Once the war was over, Naruko had become disillusioned with the office and the title. And
when she heard of their attempts to turn her into little more than a puppet, she made plans of her own. Plans
that would remove the Bijuu out of the hands of the Elemental Countries until things cooled off. And so she
left, taking only the things she would miss with her. As well as the others who carried her burden. The outcry
when her former teammate found the note explaining why she had left and that she would eventually return
once she had found a reason to live again was so strong that they had to do a complete examination of all the
shinobi who might have even remotely come into contact with the Uzumaki girl. The number of people who
had come into contact with her at least once was so big that they were having to call in more shifts to handle
it! If he ever saw that girl, he would strangle her for making so much work for him! Loki immediately knew
someone was trying to top him as the undisputed prank king of Asgard when he woke up one morning and the
entire palace was orange. Not just any orange either, but an eyeball searing orange that most sane people
would not dare use for fear of having their eyes burnt out. To top it all off, the entire outside of the palace was
covered in the paint. Though the fact they did it without any of the guards stopping them was impressive, not
to mention doing it in a single night. That all changed the moment he saw his brother. Thor apparently had yet
to notice his sudden wardrobe change. His cape seemed to have been hit with more of that orange color, and
his armor was now a green color. Another tankard of mead! She juggled the tankards with ease, to the
amusement of the other bar maids. Dancing around the drunken idiots who made up the customers was just
irritating. Plus she got her need to prank people out on her first night. Though it was the smaller man that had
her attention. She could spot a fellow prankster from a mile away, and he had all the same earmarks of one.
Naruko nearly stumbled when that same idiot she had given pink hair to walked into the tavern with his
groupies. The one with green eyes broke off from the main group, determined not to be near the one with a
massive beard. She figured out why pretty quick Her annoyance with the group only grew as the night wore
on. Aside from the one who had clearly grown up in a barbarian house, there was the flirty idiot who kept
trying to grab her ass, the loudmouth with the hammer she had pranked before, and the condescending looks
from lone female of the group. Finally she was able to escape that section of the tavern. She heard a snort from
the green-eyed man who had opted to sit at the bar rather than with the group. Man, do I feel sorry for you! He
damn near choked on his wine. The barkeep roared with laughter. Excuse me if I happen to feel openly sorry
for someone who clearly prefers the peace and quiet and has to deal with them daily. Naruko gave her most
winning fox smile in return. Thor clapped his brother on the back. Frigga had been equally amused by this
news. Red, as she was affectionately called, was blunt and entirely unapologetic about what she said. They had
an attitude problem, according to her. And if Loki happened to tip extra well every time she made him snort in
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his wine from some of the well placed barbs she used, well, she said nothing. If she has a name, no one at the
tavern knows it. And I have asked, but for some reason people just get even louder when she says it. Where
does she live? Anyone who could evade Loki like that had to be interesting indeed. Loki was trying to
discreetly follow her to her house again. There was just one problem She lived in the trees and got her food
from the town. Thanks to her tenure as an orphan of Konoha, she was well versed in how to live without
having four walls, and frankly she preferred to look at the stars while she drifted off the sleep anyway. Finally,
after giving Loki the slip with a clone, she grinned after switching into her casual outfit. Seeing his startled
look totally made dodging the knife worth it. Then he noticed her casual outfit. Naruko was in a black outfit
that left the stomach exposed, and covered her chest while at the same time emphasizing the impressive bust
that gave Tsunade a run for her money. Naruko had kept the traditional shinobi sandals, mostly because she
was so used to wearing them. Her hair was kept in a loose pony tail, and for once Loki got an unobstructed
view of her teal colored eyes. This was the last thing he expected her to wear when he finally caught up to her,
and when did she have time to change when he was following her the entire time? So why did you follow me?
That and it would get his mother off his case about not knowing a thing about her. I thought this was about the
orange palace incident," said Naruko, putting her hands behind her head while she leaned against a tree. It was
hilarious watching Thor try to explain to the dignitaries how his hair got turned pink without any explanation.
How about we see who would win in a contest of strength? Loki grinned and immediately ordered more wine.
Somehow he knew this was going to be hilarious. Name your contest," said Sif. No one had ever beaten her at
that. The table was cleared and Naruko allowed Sif to use her dominate hand. Like most shinobi, Naruko had
been trained to be ambidextrous. Sif put more strength into her right arm. Sif was staring at her like she had
grown a second head. A bar maid had beaten her in a contest of strength. A common bar maid. Your review
has been posted.
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The Shattered Mask is a fantasy novel by Richard Lee Byers, set in the world of the Forgotten Realms, and based on
the Dungeons & Dragons role-playing game. It was published in paperback in June , with a paperback reissue in July

Mask of the Shattered 3. A flawlessly smooth mask, lacking in any form of face, even lacking eyes. The
beautiful surface shines like a mirror, yet it casts no reflection. How the Mask was created has been lost in
time, though it first arises in history under the guise of "The Masked King. After the King is slain, the Mask
faids out of history once again, resurfacing only occasionally as a legendary artifact. As time passes, it is
rumored to fall into the hands of those with enough will to wield it. Of course, sometimes they fail Upon
finding the Mask, it appears as a perfectly smooth mask, with no features whatsoever. Should anyone place the
mask upon their face, the Mask appears to melt into the skin of the user around the edges. It can still be
removed with no harmful effects, though there is an odd peeling noise as it is removed. Once worn, it adjusts
its form slightly to slightly resemble the outline of the wearer, doming inward slightly at the eyes and carving
out slightly at the nose, as well as other minor adjustments. These disappear when the Mask is removed.
Characters with odd faces may still be able to wear the mask, but some creatures will be simply incapable of
wearing the mask. The mask will adjust up to the size of Large and down to the size of Small. While wearing
the Mask, it feels weightless, although it affects actual weight normally. Nothing happens immediately, even if
the save is failed. If you failed the first save, this occurs only an hour after with a DC If you fail this save, the
mask cracks once around one eye. From this point on, this save must be made every 24 hours, or at least once
a day, at DC 20, increasing by 1 for each successful save, stopping at DC Should you fail any one of these
checks, the DC drops by 5, though never lower than 20, and another crack forms. Once 5 cracks form, the
Mask can no longer be removed physically. After 10 cracks have appeared, it cannot be removed by mortal
means. Save failure, DC -5, Crack appears. Bonuses granted by the Mask do not apply to checks required by
the Mask. The Mask has the following effects on anyone who wears it: The wearer begins to hear a soft
whisper in the back of their mind, unintelligible and distant. The voice is now an audible whisper. At key
points in time, such as important decisions, the whisper suggests quietly towards the darker path. This can be
resisted with a Will Save DC Failure places the wearer in favor of the darker choice, no matter what their
previous ideal, although they may be hesitant towards their decision. This whisper cannot be dispelled except
by removing the mask. It now whispers at other points in time, such as at minor decisions. It now whispers
even at seemingly meaningless decisions, ever urging the wearer onto the darker path. The wearer now begins
to feel as though their soul is being torn in two, experiencing nightmares, extreme irritability, and slight
insanity. Minor decisions can no longer be saved against, major decisions require a Will Save DC At this
stage, the Mask commands the wearer to its bidding in a cold, cutting voice. When the wearer makes their
daily save, if they succeed, they can actively attempt to resist the Mask, requiring a Will Save DC 70 hourly to
maintain resistance. At this stage, the appearance of the Mask has changed somewhat. The domed eyes are
now black pits, with cracks cast across the face of the Mask like shattered glass. They appear to have a dark
mist seeping from them slowly, as though the very soul of the Mask is leaking through. Any damage higher
than 30 that is reduced by this is reduced to a minimum of 1; If the wearer attempts a Diplomacy check, the
final result is halved After modifications ; Gaze into the Depths: If they fail, the creature is frozen in fear and
agony; Offer your Soul: This ability can only be used on creatures affected by "Gaze into the Depths. This
ability can only be activated by the Mask itself. If it does not assume control of the wearer within an hour, the
cracks fade and the Mask returns to its inactive state, appearing completely smooth again. At this stage, the
Mask and the wearer are one entity, being of one mind. At this time, unless the wearer was an uncannily good
person, the Mask usually holds the most sway. If the wearer is slain in this state, the soul s return to the Mask,
sealed into darkness until another wields them. Strong AllSchools; CL 90;.
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Chapter 4 : The Shattered Mask by Richard Lee Byers
The Shattered Mask by Richard Lee Byers is the third book in the Sembia: Gateway to the Realms. The story centers
around Shamar Uskevren, the matriarch of House Uskevren. The story follows closely with Richard Lee Byers short
story in The Halls of Stormweather, called Song of Chaos.

She can break the mask that people hide behind and bring them back completely loyal to her. However instead
of staying in Konoha she takes her eight brothers and sisters, all of whom possess a tailed beast off their world
and onto others. So if there are any life-changing facts, it would be best to keep quiet about them for now,"
advised Naruko. And there is no chance I am going to that stupid ceremony where I have to watch Thor being
a bigger idiot than usual," said Loki flatly. And that was the last thing they needed this close to him being
crowned the king. Frigga looked at Naruko sharply. His brother wanted to take him on a pre-celebratory round
of drinking He very nearly walked out the door when he saw Odin present as well. Naruko dragged him to the
couch next to her. For a few awkward moments, no one said anything. Tsunade had all but handed over the
mantel of clan head to Naruko in an effort to make her more palatable to the older shinobi. My clan had a
village unto itself, at least before it was wiped out because we were so feared. My mother happened to be in an
allied village at the time," explained Naruko. Loki knew, he had seen that much in her memories, but there
were a few things even he had yet to see that she would very much like to keep close to her chest for the
moment. Fortunately she knew how to play this, considering she was one of the best infiltrators to have be
trained by Anko herself. From what he saw she would fit right in. Naruko made a disgusted face. That was a
light spar by her standards? The only reason they follow him is because he happens to be the royal Asgardian
poster boy and they know full well that to speak against him might be construed as treason. It was like she had
slapped them in the face with a fish. Loki suddenly snorted in amusement. His son was far too calm and quiet,
even for him. She basically wore his ass out in a fight, getting his aggression out all at once while forcing him
to confront several things he was reluctant to admit even to himself. As Naruko had shown him, she was both
the master of breaking through to people and the one who usually ended up fixing them in a way that made
them thank her for it. Loki had held the mirror Naruko had made to demonstrate her ability and it had
shattered into a thousand pieces without him doing a thing. Now she had to work on repairing the damage one
piece at a time. Naruko just barely refrained from rolling her eyes seeing Thor grandstand like an idiot. Loki
was currently in his room packing for their vacation away from Asgard, though he would congratulate his
brother later if only to keep Thor from trying to find him. He had been complaining of a certain idiot who
insisted on using some weird armor to fight his enemies and the annoyance that was Nick Fury. Gaara had hit
himself in the head repeatedly for not thinking of shadow clones to do paperwork when Naruko just happened
to mention it to him. Mostly because he was even more efficient at keeping idiots like Tony under control than
Pepper was. She was just happy for the help. Even if it did come from someone who looked like a humanoid
raccoon. It was the eyes, she would swear. As Thor paraded and she meant paraded up to where the throne
was, Odin began the speech that his father Bor had given him when he took over the throne. About halfway
through, he suddenly stopped without warning. Something was very wrong. The palace alarms went off, and
from the sound alone it was clear something had broken into the palace vault where only the most precious or
dangerous treasures were stored. By the time they got there, the Destroyer had taken care of the problem.
There was one small problem though. It was highly counterproductive to release Frost Giants in the vault if he
wanted to make a quiet escape. He had been sorting through his books when the alarms went off. It was the
only thing that the Jotuns would be willing to risk their lives for that he knew of. A little heavy but not very
interesting. The fact it cut me like a blood-based seal was a little weird though. Naruko rolled her eyes. Asgard
is seriously lax when it comes to security. Being at the top is no excuse for slacking in training and diligence! I
knocked it off with something appropriately heavy and only looked at it before putting it back. Wind was her
primary, with a mediocre amount of fire and a minor in water. Unfortunately her ability to mix them was
slipshod at best, because she kept overdoing it with her wind chakra. So the fact she had been able to freeze
small amounts of beer before Volstagg could drink it was rather surprising. She could only assume the box
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that she had somehow cut herself on had something to do with it, but no idea what. Naruko blinked, before she
muttered "That would explain so much Anyway you ready to go? Normally they would slip away, but Odin
was firm about the conditions of them leaving. If they wanted to go on vacation on Midgard, they had to deal
with the Bifrost. The fact Naruko knew the old paths almost as well as Loki did was something Odin had yet
to be informed of. They also had to deal with Thor seeing them off, otherwise he would be a nuisance. He was
clearly confused. And that means I have to leave the worlds where people recognize me on sight, or know of
me. Now he got it. Loki was definitely interested in the woman who had beaten him, and wanted a chance to
know her better on her own terms. It was about time. When we took the old paths out of our homeworld, we
split up at random. So far the others are enjoying their new place," said Naruko. B, Gaara and Tsuki were all
on Midgard, or what the locals called Earth. B had chosen Earth because it looked the most interesting and the
Gaara had gone to keep him from going overboard. At the moment however that seemed to be S. Tsuki only
went because most of the planet was made of water, which was where her demon reigned supreme. It was also
the reason why Gaara had been in Afghanistan roughly the same time one Tony Stark had broken free from
captivity and had been able to save him from dehydration thanks to the storage seals Naruko had made for
Gaara when he asked. No need to ruin that surprise just yet. Before they walked through, Loki did pause by
Heimdall to warn him that if Thor was stupid enough to leave Asgard to call the guards immediately. He knew
his brother. Thor would likely go directly to Jotunheim just to demand answers and start an all out war.
Heimdall looked amused but took it under advisement. Your review has been posted.
Chapter 5 : Shattered FX- Premium Silicone Masks - Silicone Half Masks
This review is for the book `The Shattered Mask', which is Book III of the seven book `Sembia: Gateway to the Realms'
series. This review is intended as a critique of the writing and flow of the book, not to reveal "spoolers".

Chapter 6 : The Shattered Mask - Wikipedia
The Halls of Stormweather, a novel in seven parts, is the first book in a series that explores the mean streets of a city
where everything has its price and even the wealthiest families will do anything to survive!

Chapter 7 : The Shattered Mask (Audiobook) by Richard Lee Byers | calendrierdelascience.com
Silicone Masks - - Silicone Halloween Masks - Realistic Silicone Masks - Zombie Silicone Masks - Clown Silicone Masks
- Premium Silicone Masks - Custom Masks.

Chapter 8 : A Shattered Mask | My Candy Love Wiki | FANDOM powered by Wikia
Mask SOS Rabbit >> A Shattered Mask is the 17th episode of My Candy Love. It was written and developed by
Beemoov. Mask SOS Rabbit >> A Shattered Mask is the 17th episode of My Candy Love.

Chapter 9 : Mask of the Shattered (e Equipment) - D&D Wiki
Directed by Murray Golden. With Chad Everett, James Daly, Barbara Gates, Virginia Hawkins. Doctor Gannon attempts
to cure a female artist who has been confined to a wheelchair since an accident in her teens, but her dreams point to a
darker truth.
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